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1. Sunmary
With the explosive market development of cryptocurrency industry,
digitalasset Stakings /trading platforms have evolved to be one of the
most important parts of the blockchain industry. They support the
increasing market demand for trading and playing the significant role of
connecting primary and secondary markets for all the market
participants from those involved in venture capital to institutional and
retail investors, andultimately facilitating the capital injection mechanism
in the cryptocurrency ecosystem.
The blockchain technology has emerged as the core system and tools in
support of autonomous management.
Crypto Currencies and the Blockchain are the technologies of this
generation. They are the building blocks that will revolutionize, disrupt
and change the way the digital and real-world works. Just like the
internet paved the way for new and innovative technologies, platforms,
business ventures and segments, crypto is already well on its way.
Twenty-five years ago, the internet began to become mainstream. The
first “internet-companies” were founded and had successful IPOs. This
was a time where only 3% of the world’s population had access to the
web.Today, only 3% of the population have crypto wallets and have made
a transaction in the crypto-space. We are now at this moment in time
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where creativity, innovation and an immense desire and passion to
change the world is at its peak. Crypto is the technology of this
generation.In the future to come, decentralized currency will reveal great
things in yet unknown but amazing ways.
Everyone in the world should have the chance to be a part of the crypto
revolution in any way they want. The crypto-space is already opening
possibilities and new horizons for society,communities, small and large
businesses, governments, and NGOs. Blockchain enables social
networks, banking, e-commerce, insurance, and many other services to
run in countless, safe,more efficient, and decentralized ways – without
the need for a central operator or other intermediary.
In the real-world, geolocation, country-specific laws and costs are factors
that can make it hard or even impossible to take part in the
mining-revolution. Anyone, regardless of their location,financial situation
and technical skillset should have access to the crypto mining movement
this is what Raine trx profoundly believes in.
Our mission is to dramatically ease access to the mining market by
providing our platform and years of expertise as a gateway to new
ventures.
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Raine trx is building a next-generation cryptocurrency mining
farm in central Switzerland And will promote and launch a unique
"mining coin" Raine trx security token, rewarding TRX.

2. RAINE TRX - COMPANY INTRODUCTION
Raine trx was established in Singapore in late 2016 by a group of established
businessmen, cyber security experts, financial industry experts and
cryptocurrency miners. is an IT services company with expertise in delivering
high performance crypto mining infrastructure and solutions to clients and
clients, while being fully responsible for maintaining the hardware and
software infrastructure required to mine cryptocurrencies based on blockchain
technology.To this end, exclusive contracts were signed with long-standing and
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experienced IT partner companies, auditors and regulating entities to
uphold the highest standards, efficiency,performance and trust.
We offer customers and clients multiple custom-tailored ways to become
part of the crypto-mining movement by handling the technical details,
configurations, IT, logistics and other critical subjects required to
efficiently and profitably mine crypto currencies.
Compared to direct investments in individual crypto currencies with full
risk exposure, mining is in itself a protection against volatile price
fluctuations. Essentially, mining is a diversified mid-to-long-term oriented
investment strategy. By mining crypto currencies, transactions are
validated to ensure correct, secure and un-forgeable transfers of
crypto-assets from one wallet to another. The miner is rewarded with
new crypto-coins (such as Bitcoins) for the work done for every
transaction validated in the blockchain.

3. RAINE TRX OPPORTUNITY
The crypto space is a complex and new field - bridging the gap between
businesses, Finance and Information Technology. new market players,
especially from Business or finance background, often feeling
overwhelmed by the technical aspects of encryption Currency,
blockchain technology and market dynamics. Many of you may have
heard of the above technologies, but very few understand what drives
them. That is, at a fundamental and technical level - crypto mining. In its
most basic form, mining means setting up, configuring and managing
mining hardware and Let the machines do their thing. This attracts
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startups and inexperienced new business Adventurers want to be part of
the crypto mining movement. However, when it comes to scalability and
market dynamics, challenges and costs also follow:
Many may have heard of the aforementioned technologies, but only very
few understand what drives them. And that is, on a fundamental and
technical level – crypto mining.
At its most basic form, mining means setting up, configuring and
managing mining hardware and letting the machines do their thing. This
attracts startups and new unexperienced business venturists to want to
become a part of the crypto-mining movement.
But when scalability and market dynamics become involved, so do
challenges and costs:

Raine trx Investment elegantly solves these issues by leveraging our
years of experience, diversified skillset, a trusted and experienced
network of employees and partners, and location in Switzerland to offer
anyone the chance to be a part of the crypto-revolution.
Raine trx has set a track record of being able to scale mining operations
to enterprise sizes, while consistently minimizing costs and optimizing
ROI with optimizations such as smart hash rate allocations or big
whole-sale hardware purchase orders.
Through Raine trx, people from all around the world can purchase Raine
trx Mining Tokens, regardless of their location,power costs or stability
issues, regulatory uncertainty or overwhelmed technical skillset.
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4 RAINE TRX MINING
By investing in different mining hardware platforms that can mine
and validate different coins at the same time, Raine trx delivers the
most efficient and profitable mining experience possible to our clients.
We have developed our own proprietary system to evaluate every
crypto-asset in the blockchain space and automatically switch to mining
the most profitable coin in real-time. We call our proprietary hash rate
allocation algorithm "Raine trx Mining".
We have a clear advantage and proven performance-based track-record
over other mining operations:
1.

The IT experts of Raine trx GOLD CORP.SA and its IT partner

companies have several years of experience in mining and building
large-scale data centers. The infrastructure has been operating
successfully for several years.
2.

Optimized revenue through automated software that continuously

analyzes the crypto market and rapidly reconfigures the miners to mine
the highest yielding crypto currency in real-time.
3.

The facilities of Raine trx GOLD CORP.SA are located in the vicinity of

the Swiss Crypto Valley(central Switzerland) and are operated at the best
and most efficient infrastructure and electricity costs in all of Europe.
4.

Full Transparency: The customer has the right to visit the Raine trx

Facilities and have a look at his mining units (by appointment) and
receives full access to his personal web-based dashboard to monitor his
miners and daily returns in TRX and the current exchange rate in USD.
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Raine trx GOLD CORP.SA retains its exclusive club character and is
only accessible to a limited number of premium clients, customers
and shareholders; The personal exchange and the individual
consultation with face-to-face training in the security, selection and
installation of wallets and trading platforms or exchanges are
guaranteed within the framework of this Swiss quality service.
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5. Raine trx Mining Payoff Diagram
Looking at the payoff diagram of the Raine trx Mining solution versus
traditional investing (buying and holding) show a dramatic difference in
the returns on investment.
The chart below shows the difference of a fixed investment amount and
what the performance was for an investor profiting from the Raine trx
Mining Solution with the same amount invested:

Raine trx mining automatically adjusts the amount of coins mined based
on the difficulty factor,meaning that when the underlying price drops,
more coins are being mined, further attributing to the relatively steady
income stream of fresh new crypto-currency coins.
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6. Raine trx Mining Methods Comparison

It's important to understand the different types of mining offered in the
crypto space and market. In comparison to Raine trx Mining
service offering where funds are directly invested in to infrastructure and
the resulting rewards of the actual machines is paid out on a weekly
basis, competitor solutions often do not provide a long-term solution or
strategy to uphold their mining solution:
1. Raine trx Mining / Cloud Mining

Cloud mining offers a mechanism to mine a cryptocurrency without
having to install any of the hardware or the related infrastructure. Clients
of virtual/cloud mining operators often buy hash power for a predefined
period of time. The pricing of these offerings are in the majority not in
favor of the investor.
2. Mining at Small Scale

Mining at a small scale has the disadvantage of not being large enough
to profit from economics of scale. Small scale mining is dependent on
retail pricing of electricity and therefore putting the mining activity to a
huge disadvantage.
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7. Raine trx mining platform
Information system of Raine trx mining, showing hash power, mining
activity and investment amount and profit earned. Additionally, the
dashboard will be used by customers to manage their preferred payment
trx. The Raine trx mining platform serves as the core interface between
users and mines, and has Additional encrypted storage and custody, as
well as transaction and payment capabilities. Its Open framework will
allow further development to add more advanced features and Apps will
be integrated internally.
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Platform Description

1. Fully integrated trx Process that is compliant with all Swiss
regulatory guidelines
2. Linked to the Raine trx mining Platform, VIP Members can choose
to have customized Debit Cards (titanium or carbon) with features
such as:
Unlimited Withdrawals
Directly linked to IBAN Numbers of individual users
Controllable via the Raine trx mining Platform or mobile
App
3. Extend our already very open and transparent Raine trx
mining Dashboard to become the leading crypto-education
platform for anyone and everyone
4. Create a brand of quality and competence and a common body of
knowledge to hostworkshops, meetups and conferences all around
Switzerland and other key crypto-friendly locations world-wide.
5. Source own miners that fit the Swiss quality, performance and
efficiency envelope wedemand. Besides quantitative numbers, there
are several optimizations that can bemade to customize TRX Miners
that are already in the prototyping phase.
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8. THE CRYPTO & RAINE TRX MINING MARKET
In the crypto currency space, a blockchain is a technology that can be
compared to a public ledger (decentralized register) of every transaction
that has been carried out within a particular crypto currency.
Miners bundle these transactions into what are called "blocks". These
are then cryptographically verified to ensure the bundled transactions
are valid, legitimate and processed correctly. Once this has been
approved by the decentralized network of miners, the next sequential
transaction block is connected to it. Once a block has been validated and
accepted, added to the blockchain, it is immutable and cannot ever be
altered, modified or deleted.
For completing this encryption-based verification and validation process,
mining machines are rewarded with the accrued transaction fees and
new coins of the mined crypto currency.

1. Mining Hardware

Miners come in different variations, forms, sizes, and are sometimes
specifically made for certain crypto currencies. In the initial years of
Bitcoin’s launch, mining could easily - and most importantly, profitably be done with virtually any home computer’s CPU that had average
processing power and memory. With time the need, speed and
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technology changed, resulting in a competitive race that ousted most of
the casual miners. As of today, one can still mine using older methods,
but there won't be any significant profitability, if any at all.
There was a time when home desktops were more than enough for
Bitcoin Mining for a profit. With time people switched from CPUs to
GPUs for more hash-rate. Even the most performant desktop PC’s
became obsolete for mining - as of now we have specially designed
hardware available for Mining known as ASIC chips. ASICs are special
purpose chips that are fabricated to do just one thing, mine crypto
currencies.
ASICs are designed to use the least energy possible, while performing the
most hashing operations per second possible. Some coin algorithms are
somewhat ASIC resistant and can be mined using CPU/GPU’s only.
We solely use ASIC Miners in Raine trx Mining Centers, as they are
industrial grade purpose-built machines that provide the necessary
power optimizations, stability and maturity to bring consistent hashing
performance to the blockchain and therefore to our customers. Software
is developed in-house for optimal control of quality, security, flexibility
and costs.
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2.Mining vs Trading

When investing in crypto (directly buying Bitcoins for instance), the
market price must increase for the investor to gain a profit. When
investing in mining hardware on the other hand, the investor receives
new crypto-coins every day as a quasi-dividend or reward for having
their miners validate transactions. If the price of crypto drops, the
miners begin to make more crypto for the same amount of hash rate
(the difficulty drops, as it chases the price, resulting in more crypto to be
paid out per day). Once the price moves up, the investor reaps the
profits of the price gains on the already mined crypto.
Raine trx Mining provides a stable stream of crypto coming in
to a portfolio.
There is no day-trading necessary to make gains on market movements,
the mining machines take care of this time-consuming and risk-related
activity. This results in a relatively low-risk and steady high-yield income
stream.
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9. Location
Switzerland is our first choice because of various key factors that greatly
benefit the growth of Raine trx and the crypto space:
•

Switzerland is extremely crypto friendly: for years already, anyone can
purchase Bitcoins at any train station ticket vending machine or found
a company with Bitcoins as collateral.

•

Regulatory Stability: The Federal Council wants Switzerland to become
a "Crypto Nation"as much as a Banking Country.

•
•

Tax efficiency, as Switzerland is known to be a tax-haven.
Security (in context of politics, finance and infrastructure)

•

Power costs in Switzerland are among the most competitive
worldwide. A study conducted byBloomberg shows that Switzerland
ranks at the same level with China, Canada and Iceland as
possessing the most favorable condition for mining.
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10. RAINE TRX TOKEN
Raine trx token will hold an Initial Coin Offering (ICO) in2022, to
launch the Raine trx mining Platform, a one of a kind opport Raine
trx for virtually anyone to participate in the mining movement under
Swiss regulation, transparency and financial safety.
The Raine trx Token will be based on the widely recognized and accepted
ERC20 standard and will provide direct weekly rewards in crypto
currencies of choice (for instance, Bitcoin, Bitcoin Cash,Ethereum,
Litecoin, etc.).Raine trx token holders will also benefit from price
reductions on our educational materials and videos, as well as be able to
use advanced platform features, exclusive to Raine trx customers.
The first Raine trx mining centers have already been built and deployed
early 2018 with the new major center having been completed in central
Switzerland in July 2018. Its main focus is on mining Bitcoin, TRX, Litecoin
and other profitable ASICs based crypto currencies and will be the ready
and running functional location for expanding the mining operations
without delay.

With deep resources and broad support from many partners in the
industry,the Autos mining team has reached out to a number of
domestic and foreign trading partners who have indicated that they
would commence their trading on the platform of Autos mining upon the
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launch and help supporting the adequate liquidity for the platform.
Native digital encryption security utility token for Raine trx mining Only
used as the main token on the platform. Will be used as a staking unit
between Raine trx mining participants. The goal The Raine trx token was
introduced to provide a convenient and secure mode Payments and
settlements between participants in internal interactions. Raine trx tokens
do not represent any Equity, participation, right, title or interest in the
Foundation, distribute its affiliates or any other company, enterprise or
undertaking, nor Will the Raine trx token entitle the token holder to any
fees, dividends, income, profit or return on investment. The token can
only be For mining, in addition to the right to use Raine trx tokens as a
means Enables the use and interaction of Raine trx mining. Can be used as
an economic incentive to motivate users to participate mining ecosystem.
Raine trx mining users and/or Autos holders token. who did not take the
initiative Participation will not be rewarded with any Raine trx tokens.
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11. Road Map
Raine trx Development plan

• First phase (In June 2022)
Cooperation with 4 companies (Partnership with at least 4 companies
from 2 different industry within 6 months)

• Second Phase(By end of 2022)
Launch of at least 10 Raine trx applications, and accumulate at least
millions of users.

• Third phase(By end of 2023)
Launch of at least 100 Raine trx applications, and accumulate at least 10
millions of users.

Click on the website to learn about Raine trx: www.raine trx.com

12. Management Team.
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Joyce - an internationally renowned data engineer who has held key
positions in several world-renowned Internet big data research centres,
responsible for the research and development of basic Internet technology
applications, participated in many internationally renowned projects, and is a
pioneer in the field of blockchain technology.

Algernon - PhD in Computer Science and Big Data, architect,
database expert, exchange building technology expert, long-time
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database application, data warehouse, big data and blockchain
development in the trading industry, with rich experience in blockchain

project development.

Algernon - PhD in Computer Science and Big Data, architect,
database expert, exchange building technology expert, long-time
database application, data warehouse, big data and blockchain
development in the trading industry, with rich experience in blockchain
project development.

Paddy - an influential authority on the development of blockchain
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underpinnings technology, has a career spanning both academia and the
corporate world, and is a researcher, engineer and leader. He has held a
number of engineering management positions at Google and Amazon.

Wesley is well versed in the principles and implementation of mainstream
blockchain technologies such as Bitcoin, Ether, HyperLedger, etc. He has a
deep understanding and rich practice in blockchain consensus mechanism,
smart contracts, cross-chain technology, sidechain technology, privacy
protection, etc

Minkevich - Technical Advisor, a world-renowned computer
technology application development expert, has worked for Apple, SGI,
Microsoft and Google, and has over 15 years of global IT development and
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